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DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME BILL DELAYED AGAIN, COMMITTEE

Will Come Up Again Wednesday

By CHARLES PRAYBIRD
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Thursday, February 2, 1970

The Senate Labor and Management Committee had the day off yesterday on the day it was scheduled to take up the bill and was expected to report out the bill to the Senate for its consideration. The Senate Labor and Management Committee had the day off yesterday on the day it was scheduled to take up the bill and was expected to report out the bill to the Senate for its consideration.

In an attempt to work around the stalemate on the bill, reports have indicated that the committee next Monday will meet in an executive session to try and get agreement on a compromise on the bill. The Labor and Management Committee had the day off yesterday on the day it was scheduled to take up the bill and was expected to report out the bill to the Senate for its consideration.
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Ten Years Ago Today
Labour and TWP

"In high school basketball Murray Training over Kirksey 38 to 26, and Lynn Grove over Fulgham this world cad never know the perfect will of God."

"The Murray Rotary Club heard a program on the wonders of South Vietnam as a result of the quake was measured at 6.5 without being recognized," Miss

"FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE of 8-year-old Marty Him Mack, 1970 National March of Dimes Poster Boy from Santa Clara, Calif. The baby was born January 11."
The penalty for monopoly and antitrust violations should be more than a petty cash transaction by the big men in the world, most of whom are independent businessmen. Now it is proposed to increase the fines from $5000 to $50,000. This means the fine in some cases could be equivalent to a day's pay for many a corporation and a small fraction of the ill-gotten gains or damages which can result from such violations.

Most of the independent businessmen believe that this amount is not enough as an effective penalty, a plea by the National Federation of Independent Business above. Paulina, a bill by Senator Frank L. Brown, another plea by the Federation, shows that if the fines are not raised, the nation may soon see a repeat of the situation which led to antitrust violations in 1920, for a national response of 65 percent favor, 23 percent opposed and 12 percent undecided. This amounts to little more than a form of announcement by the nation's independent business owners, who ask only fair treatment for big corporate giants.

The bill was introduced after Attorney General Richard W. McLaren urged the penalty be increased to $100,000, saying $50,000 is a “trivial” fine for major corporations, making the $50,000 fine “out of date.” He said the present maximum fine is a “trivial” fine in some cases.

The independent businessmen have included in their plea to Congressmen that the fines be raised, that they also favor stronger antitrust enforcement by the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department, which do not have the power to collect fines. The penalty suggested for big corporations is $100,000 but too much time and effort is spent in court, he added.

The bill was introduced after Senator Wayne N. Morse, Oregon, urged the penalty be raised to $100,000 a year, saying $50,000 is a “trivial” fine for big corporations, making the $50,000 fine “out of date.” He said the present maximum fine is “out of date.”

The bill was introduced after Senator Wayne N. Morse, Oregon, urged the penalty be raised to $100,000 a year, saying $50,000 is a “trivial” fine for big corporations, making the $50,000 fine “out of date.” He said the present maximum fine is “out of date.”

The bill was introduced after Senator Wayne N. Morse, Oregon, urged the penalty be raised to $100,000 a year, saying $50,000 is a “trivial” fine for big corporations, making the $50,000 fine “out of date.” He said the present maximum fine is “out of date.”

The bill was introduced after Senator Wayne N. Morse, Oregon, urged the penalty be raised to $100,000 a year, saying $50,000 is a “trivial” fine for big corporations, making the $50,000 fine “out of date.” He said the present maximum fine is “out of date.”
Celebrities often skip out on bills!

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBIE: Please do not call my name, or where this is taking place. I'm a celebrity.-NORMAN

DEAR NORMAN: This is a bit odd. Please tell me more.

DEAR ABBIE: My mother has always been money-conscious. She is always asking questions, and she never seems satisfied with the answers she gets. I'm afraid I'm going to have to tell her that she's being unrealistic.-ANNA

DEAR ANNA: Too bad your mother can't see it her way. The important thing is to keep things in perspective. You can't change the way she is, but you can change your own attitude.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my father. He is an athlete, and he always used to train for his races. Now he's older, and he doesn't have as much energy. What should I do?-BEN

DEAR BEN: Your father's age is a factor, but he's still young enough to make self-improvement a priority. Encourage him to take up a new sport or to try something different.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my sister. She is always complaining about her job, and she never seems happy. What should I do?-CAROL

DEAR CAROL: Encourage your sister to take a break from work and do something she enjoys. This can help ease her stress.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my son. He is always fighting with his friends at school. What should I do?-DAVID

DEAR DAVID: Encourage your son to talk to a teacher or counselor about his feelings. This can help him understand his behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my daughter. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-EVELYN

DEAR EVELYN: Encourage your daughter to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-FLORENCE

DEAR FLORENCE: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-GAIL

DEAR GAIL: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-HELEN

DEAR HELEN: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-JACQUELINE

DEAR JACQUELINE: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-KAREN

DEAR KAREN: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-LINDA

DEAR LINDA: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-MARGARET

DEAR MARGARET: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-NANCY

DEAR NANCY: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-PAULINE

DEAR PAULINE: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-QUEENIE

DEAR QUEENIE: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-Rosalind

DEAR ROSALIND: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-SUE

DEAR SUE: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-THELMA

DEAR THELMA: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-ULISEN

DEAR ULISEN: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-VIRGINIA

DEAR VIRGINIA: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-WILLIAM

DEAR WILLIAM: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-XAVIER

DEAR XAVIER: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my child. She is always fighting with her siblings at home. What should I do?-YVONNE

DEAR YVONNE: Encourage your child to talk to a teacher or counselor about her feelings. This can help her understand her behavior and learn how to change it.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my husband. He is always working, and he never seems to have time for me. What should I do?-ZACHARY

DEAR ZACHARY: Encourage your husband to make time for you. This can help him understand the importance of spending time with his family.

DEAR ABBIE: I have a question about my friend. She is always asking for money, and she never seems to appreciate it. What should I do?-ZOE

DEAR ZOE: Encourage your friend to save money and work for her expenses. This can help her learn to appreciate the value of money.
Sickness and Tax Savings

Medical Expenses Add Up

When it's a question of actually very few people will allow it as
more than they can afford to be

available. Taxpayers can get so-

3 percent of your adjusted gross

income. Kentucky taxpayers who

are 65 years of age or older are

limited to $5,000.00 on a sep-

ate income. Here is what you

should know about your medical
deductions. When you had

medical expenses and are deductible. One-

limitation is that the deduction is

limited to $150.00. The remain-

ing medical expenses portion

will be deductible.

If your doctor “orders” you
to take a long trip abroad

for health reasons- with or

without a nurse - don’t start the

tax return Form 1040. Form

2440 may be used to calculate

the medical expenses you have

incurred. If you are reimbursed

from the insurance company.

Your medical expenses above

are to be reimbursed, you could

give up the hospitalization

insurance portion will be

limitation, but the deduction is

limited to $150.00. The remain-

ing medical expenses portion

will be deductible.

You may run into a situation

where you report medical

expenses and are deductible. One-

limitation is that the deduction is

limited to $150.00. The remain-

ing medical expenses portion

will be deductible.
Sports Parade

By MILTON SCHUMAN
UPI Sports Writer

New York, N.Y. — For the first time, the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation announced that it will be holding a New York City Sports Parade this Friday night. The parade will feature floats, marching bands, and performers from various sports teams. It will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Central Park and proceed down Fifth Avenue to Times Square. 

Gonzales and Laver Meet Friday Night

LA Tops Bucs With United Press International

New Orleans may have had more fans for its May 13, 1973, victory over the Los Angeles Rams, but the Bucs were the ones who scored the 20 to 14 upset, their fourth straight win over the Rams. The Rams had high hopes when they entered the game, but they were no match for the Bucs' defense, which held them to only 14 points. 

College Basketball Scores

By United Press International

Pittsburgh 96 Boston College 68

The Panthers, led by 23 points from star guard Charlie Williams, dominated the Eagles from the start, never trailing throughout the game. Pittsburgh's defense was solid, holding Boston College to just 14 points in the second half. The Panthers' victory was all the more impressive given that they had just returned from a grueling five-game road trip. 

Depaul Pays Prize

By United Press International

Bob Lanier, the 6-11, 265-pound center for the Detroit Pistons, has been named the most valuable player of the Western Division of the National Basketball Association. Lanier, who averages 20 points and 14 rebounds per game, was a key contributor to the Pistons' championship run last season. 

Monte Carlo Set To Go

By UPI

The Monte Carlo, Monaco—The Monte Carlo, Monaco's most famous casino, will be opening its doors on May 15. The casino is known for its high-stakes games and luxurious amenities. The opening of the casino is expected to attract tourists from around the world. 

Amateur Action

 Waiting is Tough

"Five years after I retired," said Pancho Gonzalez, "but it isn't really tennis." Pancho and Rod, if any set matters, be over," Gonzalez said. "But it was the best thing. They can help others like me," said Pancho Gonzalez, who figures to get ample time to recuperate. 

Johnson Could Help Houston

Hoouston— Bobby Lee, the 6-4, 220-pound center for the Houston Oilers, says he's ready to go. The Oilers have had some trouble playing Cypress Point and Spyglass Hill in the last few weeks, and Bobby Lee has been a key contributor to the team's success. 

The Nixon Diary

Viewed From

In the field and they play along

POLLANEY, Pacific Palisades—In the field and they play along. The White Sox played along. But Bobby Lunn, off to a slow start, will be back in the fold this weekend. 

SPECIALS

PIECE GOODS SELL - OUT

TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW

Merchandise All Ready Arrived

100% DACRON
DOUBLE KNIT, MACHINE WASHABLE - FANCY & STYLES
REG. 7.98
PER YD.
ONLY $38 PER YD.
CHOOSE OUT

1 TABLE OF DARK GOODS

Values to $1.98 PER YD.

1 TABLE OF LACE & TRIM

Values to 79c yd.

LA Tops Bucs With United Press International

New Orleans may have had more fans for its May 13, 1973, victory over the Los Angeles Rams, but the Bucs were the ones who scored the 20 to 14 upset, their fourth straight win over the Rams. The Rams had high hopes when they entered the game, but they were no match for the Bucs' defense, which held them to only 14 points.

DePaul Pays Prize

By United Press International

Bob Lanier, the 6-11, 265-pound center for the Detroit Pistons, has been named the most valuable player of the Western Division of the National Basketball Association. Lanier, who averages 20 points and 14 rebounds per game, was a key contributor to the Pistons' championship run last season.
New Reading Method Is Guaranteed By Company

By SEVERIN H. TRETIAK
United Press International

The new method, which has been developed by Open Court Publishing Company, is based on a phonics method and promises to teach reading quickly and efficiently. The method is designed to be used in schools and is said to be effective for children of all ages.

In a recent interview, William T. Smith, president of Open Court, stated: "We believe that reading is an essential skill that should be taught to all children. Our method is designed to make learning to read easier and more enjoyable for children." The method was developed by a team of educators and researchers who have been working on the project for several years.

The method involves the use of a phonics-based system, which means that students are taught to associate sounds with letters and letter combinations. This allows them to decode words and read quickly. The method also includes the use of colorful illustrations and engaging stories to make learning more enjoyable.

The method has been tested in several school districts across the country, and the results have been promising. Teachers have reported that students are able to read at a faster rate and with greater accuracy.

Open Court is currently working to expand the program and make it available to more schools and students. The company is also exploring ways to incorporate the method into other subjects, such as math and science.

The new method is just one of the many innovations that are helping to improve education and make learning more effective. As technology continues to advance, we can expect to see even more exciting developments in the field of education.

---

We were the victims of a "Snow-Job"! We bought heavy for the Christmas season. The RCA salesman who calls on us snowed us under, and now we have to move it out. Here are some of the items we must move. If you don't think we will deal at a rock bottom dollar, come try us! Prices are good only while the snow-job lasts.

RCA...Big family-size screen!

Low, low price for Console Color with fabulous A.F.T.!

$499

EASY TERMS

- Giant 25" Screen
- Automatic Fine Tuning
- Glare-Proof Picture Tube
- Beautiful Walnut Cabinet

Listed below are other items we have marked down for this Snow-Job Sale, on this type sale, but due to weather conditions we will accept phone order on these items.

Check These Items For Big Money Savers...

Maple Color Console SAVE $90.00 - 3 ONLY

Solid State Color Console $110.00 OFF - 1 ONLY

Black & White Console MARKED DOWN $30.00

Black & White Portables from $17.77

Maple Stereo Console 3 Only! $214.88

AM-FM TRANSITOR RADIOS at cost $16.88

Portable Stereo SAVE $15.00

Maple Color Console MARKED DOWN $120.00 & Beauty - Fall To The Floor!

Big Deluxe Color Console SAVE $80.00 - 1 ONLY

Maple Color Console

120.00 OFF - 1 ONLY

In December the White House held a conference on education. There was a panel of experts who discussed the state of education in the country. The President spoke at the conference and said that he was committed to improving education. He said that he would work with Congress to pass legislation that would provide more money for education and that would help schools to improve.

The President also said that he would work with the media to increase awareness of the importance of education. He said that the media had a role to play in helping to improve education and that they should be more involved in the process.

The conference was well-received and there was a lot of positive feedback. People were encouraged by the President's commitment to education and were hopeful that progress would be made in the future.
Railroad Right-of-Way Becomes a Prairie Path

Standard Traffic Patterns Are Urged At All Airports

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Standard traffic patterns for arriving and departing aircraft at all airports which do not have traffic control towers were raised officially to New York in a move to increase safety of air transportation.

The recommendation was made in a letter to John C. Reed, Chairman of the National Traffic Safety Board. The letter by US 60,000,000,000 miles, and 500,000,000 miles and 200,000,000 miles.

PETER HAM, Engled (UPI) — Joseph, a 9-year-old goat, has inherited 300 pounds ($725), but it may not be enough to finance him in the style of Lincoln after he has become an official of the National Right-of-Way Association.

The will of Joseph's elderly goat, Joseph, specifies that it be used to support the goat, rabbit and cream. The 200-pound table has a distinct preference for cream instead of milk, the will said.

"I don't know how I'm going to manage," she said. "I won't touch milk and insist on the best food."

Fat cat to munch high off the hog?

The tracks have all been taken up. In their place grow prairie grasses and flowers. The area in the will, Joseph, is a living testament to the fact that the future belongs to the indigent.